Spring/Summer 2017 Newsletter

NEW SPRING/SUMMER BIO GEL RANGE IS CALLED
‘Chaotic Wonderland Collection’ - Four brand new colours -

No.214 - Bring Out the Beauty
Shades of pink were seen all over the catwalks, and nothing screams Summer like a show stopping
pink glitter. This pink is the all singing, all dancing, colour of the season.
No.215 - More is definitely More
This fuchsia shade packs a punch, it’s Sunday best meets disco.
No.216 - Violently Happy
If you don’t fancy doing bat-crazy-cuckoo, the brilliantly weird sits alongside the truly desirable this
season, this coral shade with its beautiful delicate shimmer is it!.
No.217 - New Glam
The fabulous shade of turquoise is bold and beautiful, the jazz of nail colour.

		

In which Dickens novel was Miss
Havisham jilted on her wedding day?
Answers please by 10th June 2017 via email to: dani@nailsbydani.co.uk
The prize is a set of Bio Gel Nails

JANE HIND
Hi! I am Jane from Watford and
was lucky enough to have won
a set of gels in the last newsletter competition. I have been
coming to Dani since 2011 and
have been extremely happy with
how my nails look and last. We
may pay a little more than high
street prices but you get what
you pay for which is a first class
service from Dani giving that
personal touch and she treats

everyone as an individual. I
personally only like the colour
pink on my nails and Dani very
kindly colour matched a certain
shade of pink I liked, she added
some extra sparkle in the mix
and produced a gel she calls
‘Jane Pink’ which I always wear.
My gels always look good, they
stay on between appointments
and I am very thankful in
finding Dani.

NAOMI HERMAN
I have been seeing Dani for just over 3 years after I found
her on the internet. Not only do my nails always look great,
with compliments from strangers, but their condition has
also vastly improved. Dani is a consummate professional
and always gives good advice, and not only about nail care. A
visit to Dani is like going to visit a friend, pampering and a
good old chat about anything and everything.
If I am stuck for childcare I am able to bring the girls (8 & 5)
with me and Dani finds things to keep them occupied. Dani
also helped me encourage my eldest to stop biting her nails
and they have been known to have a manicure as well.
I always look forward to my nail appointment and the girls
always ask when they can next visit Dani.
I can’t recommend her highly enough.

NATALIE GRANT

I have been using Dani for many years, using Bio Sculpture Gel on my nails on a regular basis and
pedicures. Dani is very reliable, chatty and her salon is relaxed with a calm atmosphere. My nails
are in a great condition and I always get fantastic advice on how to care for them, using different
products. My daughters Lucy and Katie love visiting Dani for
manicures on special occasions! I would recommend Dani to
anyone, she is very professional.

Try The new Bio Gel Range!
‘Chaotic Wonderland Collection’
Four new brand new colours -

THE LOYALTY AND REFERRAL SCHEME IS NOW UP
AND RUNNING! ARE YOU TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THIS?
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